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Positioning Statement

Forward motion is what we’re all about. 

Growth, momentum and success. That’s the 

reason you went into your business, and 

you’re the reason we went into ours.  We 

have the highest-performing technology 

platform as well as an exceptional staff 

committed to helping you win. We work each 

day for a simple reason: helping our 

customers compete and succeed.

Groovv. Powering your success.

 

 



What is Groovv? 

Groovv is Total Merchant Services’ 

innovative new technology platform 

that provides merchants with:

Point of sale system

Mobile & social marketing

Integrated Payment Processing

Data and Reporting Tools



register



Benefits of Groovv

Android Tablet Based POS Solution

Multiple Hardware Options

User Friendly and Customizable

Ideal for SMB’s

Real time Back Office Reporting

Online inventory management



register software



Groovv software



Groovv software
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Items Grid

Items are created via the back-office and 

assigned to a department. The item 

button can be set-up to appear in two 

different ways:

The user can assign an image to the 

item by uploading the preferred image 

via the back-office

The item can be set-up to reflect its 

department color along with the first 

letters of the description

Groovv software



Tender Screen

Cash – Manually enter the exact 

amount of cash or use the 

predefined cash amounts.

Credit Card – Manually enter or 

swipe a card

Tender 1, 2, & 3 – tender type is 

defined via the back-office and 

can be applied to the balance

Groovv software



Signature Capture 

Screen
When a credit card transaction is 

processed, and approved, it will be 

necessary to obtain the customers 

signature

Note that signature capture is not 

currently available for the all-in-one 

register but will be supported by all 

tablet-based bundles

Once the customer has signed the 

screen, the merchant user will select 

Continue

Groovv software



bundle options



Groovv Storefront

Features:

Android Tablet

Swivel stand (perfect for 

signature capture

Wireless Router

Wireless Printer

Cash Drawer

Swiper

Groovv bundle options

Tablet + Stand + Printer + Swiper + Cash Drawer



Groovv Restaurant

Features:

Android Tablet

Swivel stand (perfect for 

signature capture

Wireless Router

Wireless Printer

Cash Drawer

Tip functionality

Swiper

Groovv bundle options

Tablet + Stand + Printer + Swiper + Cash Drawer



Groovv Tablet

Features:

Android Tablet

Swivel stand (perfect for 

signature capture

Swiper

Groovv bundle options

Tablet + Stand  + Swiper



Groovv One

Features:

Sturdy all in one design perfect 

for fast paced businesses

Integrated Tablet

Integrated Printer

Integrated swiper

Cash Drawer

Groovv bundle options

All in one + Cash Drawer



Groovv One Plus

Features:

All-in-one

Additional Android Tablet

Additional Swiper

Groovv bundle options

All in One + Tablet + Swiper



Groovv Swiper

Features:

Works with Droid phone or tablet

Full back office features:

Groovv transactions

Groovv register

Groovv offers

Groovv bundle options

Swiper only



Groovv.com
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Groovv Offers
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Groovv Offers



complete back office



Groovv register - back office



Groovv register - back office



Groovv transactions
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